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Program 
9.10 – 9.15 Welcome 

9.15 - 9.30 Past PIP Experience 

Akram Qashou – Past student of Penrith High School 

Teacher PL session: Beginning teachers (9.15-10.00) 

9.30 - 10.00 

10.00 – 10.30 

10.30 – 11.00 

The Art of Annotations and Creating a Logical Log (Pg. 4) 
Mandy Webb, Moorebank High School 

Research Methods   (Pg. 14 ) 
Julian Floriano, The Forest High School 

Teacher PL session: Experienced teachers (10.15-11.00) 

State Library – Live action website demonstration   (Pg. 22 ) 

Megan Perry, Student Services, The State Library of NSW 

11.00 - 11.25 Morning Tea 

11.30 – 12.15 Creating an Analytical and Synthesized PIP (Pg. 23 ) 

Louise Dark, Newcastle High School 

PIP Question Panel: Topic Workshopping 

Word/Sound/Power featuring Zeadala, Kevin Ngo and Morganics 

12.15 – 12.45 

12.45 – 1.15 

1.15 – 1:55 Lunch 

2.00 – 2:45 

2.45 – 3:00 pm 

Topic Choice and Ethics   (Pg. 35) 

Kristy Dawkins, Gymea Technology High School 

Plenary and evaluation 
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REMEMBER! 
Switch off all mobile phones 

Please remain seated  

Annotate your session notes 

Sssshhhhh!  Let others learn 

Do not eat or drink in the theatre 

Got any questions???  

Ask Aunty Pippa! 

pippa@sca.nsw.edu.au
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The
Art of Annotations 
and a Logical Log.

Features of a Good Log 

Awesome Insta Story Awesome Log  Example

Story Highlights to introduce to your 
brand 

Your log contains the HIGHLIGHTS (and the 
lowlights) of your research process; your brand is the 
core of your research intention 

Mini videos Key word: ‘MINI’ – Any description in your log 
should be MINI. If personal experience of your topic 
is integral to your PIP, include a MINI explanation of 
its relevance, or better yet, cut up that explanation and 
weave it through your reflection on process 

Polls for audience research Polls. Research. What did your research do/tell you 
that you weren’t expecting? HOW did that inform the 
next research step you took? (Did you have to do 
another poll?) 

Collaboration with influencers How did you COLLABORATE with other 
researchers/experts? How did this influence your 
findings? – Explain your synthesis choices 

Self-made GIFs, fonts, stickers ***SELF-MADE findings AND how did you come to 
them? 

Shoutouts Shoutouts to your chapters, your annotations, your 
intro, your conclusion… YOUR WHOLE LOG IS 
SHOUTOUTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Unique templates Be unique! Have fun with your log – it’s the most 
personal part of the PIP, your chance to be 
YOURSELF! 
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PIP Do Nots and PIP Do Dos 
             Draw a cross for a ‘do not’, and a poo for a ‘do do’ 

Focus on the research process Be all description 

List things chronologically (using dates) Analyse their design and development of 

topic 

Hate on their teacher Articulate how research methods support 

each another 

Gush over their teacher Highlight gaps/problems in research 

Say ANYTHING about their teacher Explain how/why you fixed problems with 

research 

Use a diary format Acknowledge research triumphs 

Highlight efforts to make research ethical Talk about class time 

Be critical Identify crucial steps in research process 

Use people’s names Include photos of them doing the PIP 

Comment on validity of methods Be 1-2 pages in length (double spaced) 

Talk about how their holidays were Be logical/easy to follow 

Talk about neglecting their PIP for long 

periods of time 

Spend time explaining a PIP they rejected 

Reflect on research challenges Discuss CM content in detail 

Reflect on superficial challenges Tell the marker what they already know 
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Using ‘The process of research’ to Structure the Log 
(p22 of Syllabus) 

 

1. Decide on the topic to be researched. This may require some preliminary reading on the part of the researcher 
to gather ideas. Curiosity or personal interest may inspire the topic choice. 

• Deciding on my research topic was a long/difficult/straight forward/etc process for me because… 

• What piqued my interest during my preliminary reading was… 

• My experience with… in my micro world has always been a point of interest to me because… 

• Having recognised…about the macro world, and identified that…in my micro world, I was inspired to 
investigate… 

• Having discovered… during my preliminary research into… I became extremely curious about… 

2. Develop a focus question or hypothesis. The researcher may break this focus question or hypothesis into sub-
questions and list them in logical order, so that the research process can develop in a coherent way.  

• My initial hypothesis was… however, as I started to conduct my primary research I found that it would 
be extremely difficult to investigate ethically/practically/within three terms, so… 

• My hypothesis developed from… to… because… 

• My initial hypothesis proved to be too complicated/too superficial, so… 

3. Gather background information from all appropriate sources.  

• As I set about gathering background information, I found that I needed to refine my topic/I hadn’t 
factored in…/the cross-cultural issue of…was integral to this area because… 

4. Design the research. Choose research methods that best support finding answers to the research question 
or sub-questions. One sub-question may require a different method from another. For example, background 
reading and information gathering would require the method of ‘secondary research’. Gathering information 
from a section of the population could require a questionnaire. For example, researching how many times a 
gender-specific sporting event is covered by the mass media would require the method of ‘content analysis’. 

• Having determined… in my initial research, I realised I’d have to develop a set of sub-questions to 
comprehensively address… 

• Planning when/how/where I would conduct… was challenging because… 

• Given that my secondary research on… was weak/could not account for… I realised I’d have to do 
primary research into… to validate my assumption/finding/hypothesis that… 

• I knew that qualitative research would yield strong data for… because… However, I planned to further 
validate these findings with… 

• As I progressed through the PIP, I realised that what I had planned in my design stage wouldn’t 
work/needed to be changed because… 
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5. Develop the research methods to be used. The researcher needs to be aware of any biases that might exist and
take care to be as detached as possible.

• I found … about implementing this research method challenging/easy/somewhat difficult

because…

• Challenges to the process of my research included…

• I overcame these challenges by…

• Triangulating my data was hard/easy due to the fact that…

• The ethical issues I had to address/overcome were…

• I managed these issues by…

• My findings still have an element of bias because… However, within the context of this project, and the
scope of my means as a researcher, I feel my research, when synthesised is valid because…

6. Apply the research methods ethically.

• In conducting my research, I realised an ethical issue arose around…

• Conducting a participant observation, I had to anticipate any negative effects on the research

participants/myself, such as… [personal danger/police intervention/social embarrassment/harassment]. The

steps I took to prevent these were…

• I found that… turned out to be a sensitive issue for some research participants because…

• The ethical issues I had to address/overcome were…

• I managed these issues by…

7. Once gathered, the information needs to be compiled and organised into manageable amounts so that the
researcher can make sense of the findings.

• The process I undertook for organising my primary research was…

• I had trouble making sense of my content analysis data/questionnaire responses/observation notes/etc,
so I…

• Compiling my information into manageable amounts was…

8. These findings then need to be analysed and synthesised. Effective analysis of information (data) gathered
through the research methods used is a critical step in any research process. It is not enough simply to state
what has been found; the researcher must reflect on what the findings mean and how they relate to the
research topic. Conclusions need to be drawn and any suggestions, new theories, recommendations or
implications arising from the conclusions need to be established.

• I really wanted my Central Material to highlight how/why X piece of primary research confirmed my
suspicions about Y piece of secondary research.

• I found as I was analysing my raw data, trends were actually deviating from what I suspected because…
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• I had trouble synthesising X and Y, so I realised I had to conduct some more primary data to confirm
the validity of…

• I was personally affronted by some of my findings because…

• During my analysis, I actually found that there was a disconnect between my/my cross-cultural groups’
experience of… and the micro/meso/macro expectation that…

• When I started writing my Central Marterial and commenting on my hypothesis, I found that my
findings actually didn’t support my hypothesis at all…

• I hadn’t realised the extent of the commonalities in my primary research findings until I started to
synthesis them on paper, in my Central Material. I noticed that…

• I found that the implications of my research were… So I…

9. Writing up the researcher’s conclusions is a critical part of the research process… Consistent with ethical
research practices, the researcher must acknowledge all sources of information gathered during the research
process. This requires noting all bibliographical details of all reference materials used – including books,
internet articles, personal interviews and other sources – in a comprehensive reference list. It is highly
recommended that the researcher compile these bibliographical details as the materials are consulted. Any
information for which bibliographical details cannot be provided in the reference list should not be included
in the final copy of the research report.

• Whilst I found… from my initial secondary research really interesting, I had to question whether or not
it needed to be cited in my PIP…

• I found commenting on the validity of… in my Resource List challenging because…

• I had trouble deciding whether or not… was reliable research, because…

• It was only when I was writing my Resource List annotation for… that I realised that…

• I decided that to eliminate my researcher bias in X research, I would have to use a resource that
validated… and explain why in my Resource List.

10. The writing-up process may take two or more drafts before the researcher is satisfied with the final product.
Careful editing of language and construction is important so that the researcher’s conclusions are made
clear. Even if the report is delivered in an oral format, the writing-up process is necessary.

• I drafted my PIP/Central Material/Chapter 1/2/3 several times before I realised that…

• Triangulating my data on paper was hard/easy due to the fact that…

• The ethical issues I had to address/overcome while I was writing my final draft were…

• In hindsight I would have done … differently and this would have enabled…

• I found the process of collating my findings and writing my PIP rewarding in the end because…
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bread & butter syllabus stuff (p21)
•

•

•

•

The Art of Annotations

Not even in the ballpark of good

http://community.boredofstudies.org/494/personal-interest-project-
discussions/77595/guide-writing-pip.html

https://www.quora.com/How-often-do-you-look-at-yourself-in-the-mirror-every-day

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_research_methods

https://sca.nsw.edu.au/index.php/dear-pippa/

https://should_i_go_on_tinder.com

https://how_to_get_Ms_Webb_as_a_teacher.com.au
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What to write?

•
•
•
•

•
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Author Title/Method Date Link Usefulness Bias Reliability Validity 

Name,

last name

first

Title of the

resource (book,

article, Podcast,

etc) if

secondary

Name of

method, if

primary

SR – Date

published

SR - Date

accessed

PR - Date

conducted

URL if accessed

from a website

BRIEF 1-2 lines

outline

Hypothesis?

Develop an idea?

Confirm a

suspicion?

Plug a hole in other

research?

Support SR/PR?

Cross-cultural?

Continuity and

change?

Singular/narrow

perspectives only

(SR)?

Bias in your sample?

(age, size, location,

beliefs, culture)

Bias in how you

analysed something?

Has this resource

supported/neutralised

a bias in your

hypothesis?

To what extent does

any bias impact

reliability?

How old is the

resource?

Who produced it?

(Are they

trustworthy?)

Was a control study

done?

What do other

experts say about it?

Overall judgement

Strengths

Weaknesses

Use modality

WHY/HOW has

this resource made

your work a

credible PIP?

Turner, N, 
Foley, SR, 
Kinsella, A, 
O'Callaghan, 
E, Clarke, M. 

“Putting 
television’s 
portrayal 
of schizophrenia 
into reverse: an 
evaluation of the 
impact on public 
opinion”. Early 
Intervention in 
Psychiatry, 
Volume 8, Issue 4, 
364-374.

2014, 
accessed, 
Dec, 17, 
2015 

http://www.ncbi. 
nlm.nih.gov/ 
pubmed/23773257 

Provided beneficial 
research into the 
impact of positive 
television depictions 
of schizophrenia; 
viewers were asked to 
respond to programs 
accurately depicting 
schizophrenic 
characters. The results 
from this journal were 
useful in emphasising 
the influence of 
television upon 
social attitudes in my 
investigation. 

The sample was large 
and diverse – including 
men and women. 
However, the 
researchers’ findings 
were similar to my 
hypothesis, indicating 
some bias in my 
selection of this 
resource.  

It was ethically strong 
in the way it was 
conducted. 
Alternatively, it lacked 
information on 
negative social 
attitudes towards a 
broader range of 
mental illnesses, 
making it necessary for 
further secondary 
research to be used to 
confirm its reliability 
for generalisation. 

Overall, this resource 
provided reliable 
data, that when 
paired with my own 
content analysis, and 
other journal articles, 
proved valid, despite 
some researcher bias 
in its initial selection.  

     Stating ------------------------------------ Describing (cool) ------------------------------Analysing (warm) ----------------Evaluating!!!!! (hot!!!!!!!) 

Annotate the following annotation. Find the usefulness, bias, reliability and validity. 

QUESTIONNAIRE, Conducted January, 2016 

A questionnaire, containing both open and close-ended questions was devised with the purpose of obtaining qualitative and quantitative data on the social attitudes towards 

mental illness within a cross-section of society. This method was particularly useful as it allowed me to ascertain a starting point for perspectives regarding mental illness 

and its portrayal on television. The method’s results supported most of my secondary research, particularly, Gerbner’s “Stigma: Social Functions of the Portrayal of Mental 
Illness in the Mass Media”. All answers were varied and informative, and in spite of some participants claiming they knew little on the subject matter, this didn’t negate 

reliability, instead provided me with additional information on how aware people are of their knowledge on mental health. The online distribution of the questionnaire to 

135 participants garnered a broad range of responses from a wide demographic, however primarily between the ages of 17-25. I circumvented ethical issues in allowing the 

respondents to remain anonymous. However, the notable skew in ages limited the intergenerational spectrum of results, as older generations were underrepresented in 

comparison to younger generations. Further, the number of female participants were dramatically higher than males, suggesting that the results may have been biased 

toward one sex. Thus, the results provided valid, general insight into the attitudes of the participants, rather than concrete data that I could generalise, and prompted me to 

change my interview questions, to address areas there that were not adequately covered by participants of my questionnaire. 

Identify where in the following annotation the student needs to decrease description, and improve comments on usefulness, 
bias, reliability and validity. 

BBC News, ‘The March of Postcode Battlers , accessed on 20/10/2018, from https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-26367320 

This website is a reliable website because it is a news website. It reports on big issues that are important to all people therefore showing its 
reliability in a macro and micro world. It says that postcode envy is about wishing to reside in a more established or elite area. Postcode envy is a real 
thing that exists and it affects heaps of people world-wide. Postcode envy is getting out of control. What's immediately noticeable is that these 
campaigns tend to support disassociating themselves from less desirable areas. This is written in third person and therefore has no bias. It was valid 
to my research process because I used it more than once. 
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Things to remember about bias

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Final clarifications
•

•
•

•

•

•
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Research

Shining the light on a good PIP

THE PIP HAS 
SHONE THE 
LIGHT ON 
SOCIETIES AND 
CULTURES FOR 
OVER 30 
YEARS.

2

BUT….. 

IT HAS NEVER BEEN 
RESEARCHED BY YOU. 

THAT’S WHAT MAKES 
IT SPECIAL

3
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You should know:

4

1. The Research Process
2. The Research Methods
3. Ethical Research

THE BEGINNING

DECIDE ON A 
TOPIC

╺ Brainstorm

╺ Own Curiosity

DEVELOP A FOCUS 
QUESTION/HYPOTHE
SIS

╺ Concept Map

╺ Narrow down ideas

╺ Create focus sub-
questions

5

GATHER 
BACKGROUND 
RESEARCH

- Cast the net wide

- See what the experts 
say

Note: Your 
hypothesis/focus 
questions might adjust 
– THIS IS NOT A BAD 
THING

6

BRAINSTORMING 
STARTS THE 
RESEARCH 
PROCESS
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BACKGROUND 
RESEARCH

╺ Google (General)
╺ Google News

READ

READ

READ

……READ
7

THE SMILE OF PREPARDNESS

8

SECONDARY 
RESEARCH
AN EFFECTIVE METHOD 

9

Synthesis – the goal of the PIP can only be achieved 

when SECONDARY and PRIMARY are combined to 

produce original work

B RANGE

• Demonstrates synthesis of ideas, issues and 

information relating personal experience and public 

knowledge 

• Applies social and cultural research methods and 

makes appropriate judgements on the usefulness, 

validity and bias of information that contributed to 

the Personal Interest Project
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….However, whilst primary and secondary research suggest the increased
integration of Kurds within Australian society, the discrepancies in social
discourse does not definitively reflect Evolutionary Theory as discussion is
inherently formed through sociological frameworks. Indeed, In contemporary
society, the discrepancy of social discourse around Kurds, between Sweden
and Australia, is also enculturated through educational systems at the meso
level, as further identified in a primary questionnaire, with 1% of respondent
noting Australian educational institutions were responsible for providing
explicit education on Kurdish communities within respective societies,
compared to 18% of Swedish respondents

10
http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/homeless_even_at_home_0.pdf

WHERE CAN 
YOU GO?

╺ Google

╶ NEWS

╶ SCHOLAR

╺ THE STATE 
LIBRARY

╶ Journals

╺ The 
Conversation

╺ Podcasts

╺ Documentaries

╺ TV Programs 
(Insight, Four 
Corners)

11

12

Track Your Knowledge
I Don’t 
Know 
This

I’ve heard 
of this

I know of 
this

I can 
describe 
the 
process 
of this

I can 
teach this

I can 
apply this

Reflection –
HOW CAN 
YOU 
IMPROVE

Questionnaire

Focus Group

Interview

Observation

Statistical 
Analysis

Content 
Analysis

Personal 
Reflection
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PRIMARY RESEARCH  - WHAT IS APPROPRIATE?

13

Quant Qual

Content Analysis
data based

Statistical 
Analysis Questionnaire

Closed ended

Observation

Case Study Content Analysis
Analysis of themes

Interviews

Secondary 
Research

Focus Group Personal 
Reflection

Questionnaire
Open ended

PLANNING PRIMARY

14

• Research Proposal

• Topic outline

• Hypothesis/Sub-

questions

• Concept outline

• Continuity and Change

• Cross Cultural 

Comparison

• PRIMARY METHODS

FOR EACH PRIMARY METHOD
• Quant/Qual?
• Who?
• How?
• Ethical Considerations
• Connection to other methods

PLANNING 
PRIMARY

FOR EACH PRIMARY METHOD
╺ Quant/Qual?
╺ Who?

╺ How?

╺ Ethical Considerations

╺ Connection to other methods
15
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Where does it go?

╺ Introduction:
╶ The choice of research methods should be explained and justified.

╺ Log 
╶ outlining the procedures undertaken in researching the topic. 

╺ Central material 

╺ Conclusion
╶ The conclusion requires a statement (no more than 500 words) of what the student learnt from 

the PIP. 

╺ Resource list 
╶ The resource list should include annotated references used

ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

ANALYSIS
╺ Similarities and 

Differences
╺ Connection between data 

sources
╺ Discuss perspectives and 

trends in data

SYNTHESIS
╺ Combination of several 

forms of data (analysed 
research findings) to 
construct and create new 
insight into a topic.

╺ Making informed 
judgements based upon 
thorough analysis and 
interpretation of your 
research findings.

17

What does it look like? - Introduction

Student A

This was investigated by the researcher through a
content analysis of “Persian Vine” videos providing time
efficient and accurate quantitative data. Deeper
analysis … was further enhanced by in-depth
interviews. Although time consuming, 3 these
interviews …allowed valuable insight into ….. The
interviews’ flexible nature allowed ….. The ethical
primary research methods of two focus
groups…provided a wealth of cross-cultural first-hand
data, qualitative and quantitative in nature.

http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/i_observed_i_learned_i-ran.pdf

18

Student B

I conducted four interviews with… whom I located through
research on the internet. I also undertook extensive

secondary research to augment my qualitative primary
findings from my interviews. To ensure some degree of

balance I also conducted interviews with…..

Give some feedback to Student B!

What is strong?

What needs to be improved?
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What does it look like? - Log

Student A
I initially researched secondary material…I found that a very broad and diverse
range of social research and findings had been conducted on the topic, showing
the effect on micro, meso and macro levels. This influenced the structure of my
PIP …For my primary research I chose a questionnaire that I intended to
handout to (2 locations). The questions I chose were influenced by the
secondary research undertaken already. These questions were related to the
experience of discrimination as well as demographic and cultural subjects and
would provide me with strong quantitative data for analysis. For primary
qualitative data I developed an interview question sheet …However, [people]
were unwilling to fill out the forms…Following these difficulties, I then constructed
a new questionnaire…This approach was successful, however, I ended up with
less qualitative and quantitative primary research…which resulted in more
reliance on secondary research. I created spreadsheets to assist in the analysis
of my primary data and extracted useful data that I used for graphs to support my
findings. I continued to review secondary sources throughout the process and
found some excellent up to date supporting material that I further synthesised
with my primary and secondary data to address my hypothesis.
http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/a_fifth_column.pdf

19

Student B

…so I started slowly collecting new articles relating
to…keeping my eye on the news….I kept a folder of all my

articles and notes and idea which I took with me in my bag
everywhere for months. I set up three separate

interviews…their perspective’s and opinions are what
shaped my PIP and gave me valuable insight …I also set up

two separate additional interviews…giving me a completely
contrasting view… With the help of my teacher, I created

questionnaires which I distributed to the general public. I
handed these out to an equal demographic of people in

order to get fair and un-biased responses.

Give some feedback to Student B!

What is strong?

What needs to be improved?

MUSIC TO THE MARKERS EARS

20

- maximum
- profound
- vital
- central
- crucial
- essential
- decisive
- critical
- Exceptional
- Fundamentally
- overwhelmingly
- unquestionably

- significant
- substantial
- considerable
- important
- largely
- strongly

- adequate
- mixed
- moderate
- reasonable
- several
- less important
- satisfactory
- relatively

- slight
- marginal
- minor
- minimal
- superficial
- somewhat
- occasionally
- seldom

- flawed
- inadequate
- unimportant
- insignificant
- negligible
- merely
- barely
- rarely

What does it look like? – Central Material

The increase of women in politics is supported by my questionnaire conducted,
where 88% of respondents agreed that female representation will increase in the
future89. However, the inclusion of the graph image may have led respondents to
select the option that looked to be true. Implementation of quotas as a way in
which the government can increase the representation is becoming common
practice90, as existing social barriers prevent women from accessing the political
sphere freely. In the primary research conducted, interviewee Mayor Gail Giles-
Gidney, stated that quotas could be implemented in the future to “push to have
more gender balance in politics”91, however, due to the nature of the interview
being over email, follow up questions on the how quotas would achieve the
gender balance in long term and adverse affects of quotas could not be explored
from a politician’s perspective. The presence of female politicians within politics
will “serve as role models and provide political experience for other women who
may seek office in the future”92 therefore increasing the frequency of the
feminine identity in the political arena, creating “an environment enabling women
to assume and sustain political leadership” 93. The acceptance of female identity
in the macro sphere would also lead to an acceptance of alternative
masculinities.
http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/pages_from_9_tillerman_l_hd_pip_20
16.pdf

21

Primary and Secondary Data 
Correlation

Analysis of Data

Reflection of Research Process

SYNTHESIS
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What does it look like? – Conclusion

From my focus group and questionnaires I recognised how …. In hindsight, it is
clear I entered my PIP with a preconceived understanding... However this was
swiftly undercut by the initial responses to my questionnaire, and then by my
interviewees, who delivered complex responses to the previously simple model I
had fostered. A central flaw in my PIP was my focus upon the experiences of….
However, throughout my research process, the women I have had the honour of
meeting and conversing with, interviewing, questioning and learning from have, in
their own right, consistently disproven my initial hypotheses.
http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/bamboozled.pdf

22

- GATHERING BACKGROUND 

RESEARCH

- EFFECTIVE SECONDARY 

RESEARCH

- PLAN PRIMARY RESEARCH

- ANALYSIS

- SYNTHESIS

THE JOURNEY AHEAD
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Notes from the marking centre:  

Better responses:  

• there was clear evidence of an effective research process, integrating both primary and secondary research 
findings  

• a range of primary and secondary resources from both electronic and printed sources was used  
• resources were clearly and appropriately annotated  
• research findings were synthesised in an in-depth and sophisticated way  
• course concepts were thoroughly integrated  
• cross-cultural and continuity and/or change perspectives were made explicit  

Weaker responses:  

• the topic selected was either very broad or proved difficult to research over a sustained period, which 
prevented the candidate from being able to develop their ideas  

• the central material often consisted of summarising material from secondary sources about an issue, 
without sufficient judgement regarding their research findings  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• What are they? 
• What do the marking guidelines say? 
• Samples – what does it look like?  
• Hints and tips for successful integration, analysis 

and synthesis  

Additional assistance:  

• Sentence starters 
• Research starting points 
• Sample chapter 
• Creating convincing conclusions 
• PIP overview and reflection sheet 
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HINTS AND TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL INTEGRATION:  

 
 
 
 

 

  

The pressures placed on children are obviously a major concern in regards to the 

educational system, but this is not the only aspect being called into question. Dr. 

Tim Hawkes, an expert in education, has stated that; “The relevance of 

contemporary school education is compromised by many things; not least by 

exam systems designed not so much to prepare students for life, as to help them 

get into tertiary education or improve the resume.”  

As part of my primary research, I conducted an interview with Dr. Hawkes, in 

order to gain further insight into his views regarding the failings of the current 

education system. Hawkes discussed the problem of teaching to the exam, and 

the issue of being ‘fed’ material to regurgitate in an exam situation, due to its 

unrealistic portrayal of life for children, and their future contribution to society.  

Hawkes then linked this to the high drop out of university students, up to 14%, 

when spoon feeding is no longer a viable path to success. This notion was 

mirrored through my coordination of a student focus group, with one 

participant stating; “Because schools want that higher ranking, because the 

teachers want that, ‘oh my god she got five band sixes’ they’ll spoon feed kids 

so that they’ll do well, except when you go into uni, they don’t care, so it doesn’t 

prepare you at all...”However, the possibility of bias in the focus group results 

cannot be ignored. This could arise from a number of factors, namely the small 

participant pool, and the age of participants. 

 

What 
does it 

look like? 
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From Description to Analysis
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What was it like when…?      What will it be like in the near future? 
What did _______ particular gender think previously…? Just how strong are the continuities?
How did youth of the day…? What would happen if…?
How would … impact …? Were the behaviors different to today?
Will there be profound change?  Does that change mean progress?
Who benefits from that change and who does not?       How has technology accelerated the change?

 

 

 

POSSIBLE 
POINTS

AGE

GENDER

RELIGION

ETHNICITY

LOCATION
SOCIO-

ECONOMIC 
STATUS

BIAS

PERSPECTIVE

CONTEXT

TIME

 

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/  
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• Compare and _____________________  

• Find ________________ and differences  

• Address continuity and __________________ 

• Influence of the _________________ on the micro and/or meso  

• Impact, similarities and differences on your cross-cultural component  

• Connections with other ____________________ 

• Use the research as __________________ to support  

• Integrate multiple ______________________________ 

 

dot look 
like? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Integrating analysis with research (sentence suggestions)  

• Not all focus group participants believed that _________________. Perhaps, this is due to _____________ 
• This highlights a disadvantage between different groups such as ____________ and ___________________. 
• According to secondary research _______________________. However, this is vastly different to what was revealed across 

my primary research results. The difference in these results could stem from ______________________.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The pressures placed on children are obviously a major concern in regards to the educational system, 

but this is not the only aspect being called into question. Dr. Tim Hawkes, an expert in education, has 

stated that; “The relevance of contemporary school education is compromised by many things; not 

least by exam systems designed not so much to prepare students for life, as to help them get into 

tertiary education or improve the resume.”  

As part of my primary research, I conducted an interview with Dr. Hawkes, in order to gain further 

insight into his views regarding the failings of the current education system. Hawkes discussed the 

problem of teaching to the exam, and the issue of being ‘fed’ material to regurgitate in an exam 

situation, due to its unrealistic portrayal of life for children, and their future contribution to society.  

Hawkes then linked this to the high drop out of university students, up to 14%, when spoon feeding 

is no longer a viable path to success. This notion was mirrored through my coordination of a student 

focus group, with one participant stating; “Because schools want that higher ranking, because the 

teachers want that, ‘oh my god she got five band sixes’ they’ll spoon feed kids so that they’ll do well, 

except when you go into uni, they don’t care, so it doesn’t prepare you at all...”However, the 

possibility of bias in the focus group results cannot be ignored. This could arise from a number of 

factors, namely the small participant pool, and the age of participants. 

 

What 
does it 

look 
like? 

 

Achieving 
Synthesis 
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Achieving Synthesis 

See following pages for Sentence starters  
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NEED MORE RESOURCES 
AND IDEAS? 
• www.abs.gov.au   

Australian social trends (Statistics  
Snapshots of Australia  Australian 
Social trends) 

• www.abc.net.au/4corners/50years/ 
• www.mccrindle.com.au  

PLUS: Insight, ABC Media Watch, ABC TV 
Compass, SBS News, Issues in Society 
books 

 

CRITICAL CONCLUSIONS  
The conclusion requires a statement (no more than 500 words) of what the 
student learnt from the PIP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION 
• How has undertaking this project and your new understanding contributed to you level of social and 

cultural literacy? How have you grown?  
• Are you more empathetic? Talk about interacting with perspectives other than your own. 
• What have you learned about the process or research? 
• How effective was your process (you can be totally self-critical here – but don’t put yourself down!) 
• How did the cross-cultural focus help in broadening your awareness of your micro and macro worlds? 
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ADDITIONAL  

RESOURCES:  
• http://www.boardofstudies.nsw.edu.au/syllabus_hsc/society-culture-faqs.html  

• Dear Pippa (EMAIL pippa@sca.nsw.edu.au) 

• http://home.mce.nsw.edu.au/uploads/files/bibliography_writing_guide_(harvard_style).pdf 

• http://www.boardofstudies.nsw.edu.au/syllabus_hsc/pdf_doc/society-culture-assessment-
reporting.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS:  
• Topic selection: Can you complete valid primary and secondary research?  

• Validity, Bias and Usefulness: Demonstrate awareness 

• Log: not chronological but a reflection on how and why the research took place and 
the effectiveness of the overall research process  

• Synthesis: Include a discussion on your own  views when presenting other’s ideas   

• Ethics: acknowledge the works of others by consistent referencing, 

• Any information deemed significant to the project should generally be within the 
central material.  

• Integration: each research methods in every chapter of the central material rather 
than including a separate chapter for each research method.  

• Analysis: Always discuss WHY  

See following pages for “Overview 
and Reflection sheet” 

Considerations for Conclusions 
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SENTENCE STARTERS, TRANSITIONAL AND OTHER USEFUL WORDS 

To introduce 
This essay discusses… …is explored… …is defined… 
The definition of …will be given …is briefly outlined… …is explored… 
The issue focused on… …is demonstrated… …is included… 
In this essay… …is explained… …are identified… 
The key aspects discussed… …are presented… …is justified 
Views on…range from… …is evaluated… …is examined… 
The central theme… …is described… …is analysed… 
Emphasised are… …is explained and illustrated with 

examples… 

To conclude 
In summary… To review… In conclusion,… 
In brief… To summarise,… To sum up… 
To conclude… Thus,… Hence,… 
It has been shown that… In short,… 

To compare and contrast 
Similarly… Equally important… Subsequently… 
Furthermore… Moveover… As well as… 
Next… Another essential point… Additionally… 
More importantly… In the same way… Another… 
Then… In addition… Besides… 
Then again… Firstly…secondly…thirdly…finally… To elaborate… 

To present uncommon or rare ideas 
Seldom… Few… Not many… 
A few… …is uncommon …is scarce… 
Rarely… …is rare… …is unusual… 

To present common or widespread ideas 
Numerous… Many… More than… 
Several… Almost all… The majority… 
Most… Commonly… Significantly… 
…is prevalent… …is usual… Usually… 

To present inconclusive ideas 
Perhaps… …may be… …might be… 
There is limited evidence for… …is debated… …is possibly… 
…could… …may include… 
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To give examples 
For example… …as can be seen in… …supports… 
An illustration of… …as demonstrated by… …is observed… 
Specially… …is shown… …exemplifies… 
Such as… As an example… To illustrate… 
For instance… 

To show relationship or outcome 
Therefore… As a result… For that reason… 
Hence… Otherwise… Consequently… 
The evidence suggests/shows… It can be seen that… With regard to… 
After examining… These factors contribute to… It is apparent that… 
Considering…it can be concluded 
that… 

Subsequently… The correlation… 

The outcome is… The result… The correlation… 
The relationship… The link… The convergence… 
The connection… …interacts with… Both… 
…affects… Thus it is… …causes… 
…influences… …predicts… …lead to… 
…informs… …presupposes …emphasizes 
…demonstrates… …impacts on… …supports… 

To present prior or background ideas 
In the past… Historically… Traditionally… 
Customarily… Beforehand… Originally… 
Prior to this… Earlier… Formerly… 
Previously… Over time… At the time of… 
Conventionally… Foundational to this is… In earlier… 
Initially… At first… Recently… 
Until now… The traditional interpretation… 

To present others’ ideas 
According to… Based on the findings of…it can 

be argued… 
…proposed that… 

As explained by… …states that… …claims that… 
However,…stated that… …suggested… …concluded that… 
Similarly…states that… …for example… …argues that… 
Based on the ideas of… …defined…as… …relates… 
As identified by… …disputed by… …contrasts… 
With regards to…argued that… …concluded that… …confirmed that… 
…argues… …highlights… …demonstrates… 
…found that… …identifies… …wrote that… 
…demonstrated… …also… …reported… 
…pointed out that… …maintained that… …hypothesized that… 
…expressed the opinion that… …also mentioned… …asserts that… 
...identified… …goes on to state/suggest/say… …emphasizes… 
…challenges the idea… …showed that… …explored the idea… 
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Hypothesis, topic choice and why?
HSC syllabus links (list) 

Related concepts (link)

What research 
methods will you 

integrate and why? 

How you will consider 
continuity and change 

throughout?
Outline your cross-

cultural element and 
why it is appropriate

What are you having 
most trouble with? 

1.__________________
2.__________________
3. _________________
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	“W
hat	role	have	technology	and	consum

erism
	had	in	the	am

ount	of	funds	given	to	charities	by	the	

A
ustralian	public	and	how

	has	the	m
edia	and	the	use	of	#

FirstW
orldProblem

s	been	used	as	a	m
ascot	to	

display	a	w
ay	of	creating	aw

areness	of	charities?”		

T
o	begin	this	chapter,	I	cam

e	up	w
ith	the	question	“Is	consum

erism
	and	the	need	for	consum

er	goods	

responsible	for	the	am
ount	of	m

oney	given	to	charities?”	From
	this,	I	decided	to	branch	out	and	uncover	

the	role	that	the	m
edia	has	in	creating	aw

areness	for	people	to	the	availability	of	charities	of	w
hom

	

need	donations.	I	also	decided	it	w
ould	be	im

portant	to	uncover	how
	advancem

ents	in	technology	as	

w
ell	as	how

	the	greater	availability	of	technology	could	im
pact	on	both	developed	and	developing	

nations.	T
hrough	the	deploym

ent	of	m
any	research	including	a	questionnaire,	an	interview

,	and	

secondary	research	I	w
as	able	to	discover	a	num

ber	of	response’s	to	the	focus	question	of	m
y	chapter.		

T
hrough	the	decision	to	 research	technology,	I	constantly	cam

e	across	the	term
	‘digital	divide’	and	

decided	it	w
ould	be	a	great	idea	to	discover	how

	m
any	people	actually	knew

	the	m
eaning	of	the	term

.	

T
o	do	this	I	underw

ent	a	questionnaire,	w
hich	enabled	m

e	to	discover	that	80%
	of	m

y	participants	w
ere	

in	fact	fam
iliar	w

ith	the	term
,	w
ith	the	20%

	w
ho	w

eren’t,	being	m
ade	up	of	baby	boom

er	and	generation	

Y	m
ales

1.	T
his	gave	m

e	great	cross‐cultural	evidence	show
ing	the	differences	betw

een	the	aw
areness	

of	m
ales	and	fem

ales.	T
hrough	further	research	into	this	term

	I	discovered,	“D
espite	all	the	efforts	that	

w
e	have	seen	in	the	past,	the	digital	divide	still	exists	betw

een	developed	and	developing	countries...	

T
he	digital	divide	can	be	observed	as	w

ell	at	the	regional	level.” 2	T
he	quote	by	the	associated	director	

of	the	W
orld	Econom

ic	Forum
’s	Centre	unfortunately	states	that	a	digital	divide	does	still	exist,	w

hich	

could	possibly	be	the	cause	of	such	aw
areness	of	the	digital	divide	from

	those	w
ho	partook	in	m

y	

questionnaire.		

W
ith	m

ore	secondary	research	I	cam
e	across	a	video	w

hich	displayed	a	m
edia	strategy	em

ployed	by	

the	charity	‘W
ater	is	Life’,	w

hich	utilized	the	popular	m
em

e	#
FirstW

orldProblem
s	to	create	an	ad	

cam
paign	spreading	the	aw

areness	of	real	problem
s	by	juxtaposing	poverty	ridden	H

aitians	in	front	of	

their	local	hom
es	and	buildings	vs.	the	sentences	they	w

ere	saying	w
hich	w

ere	first	w
orld	problem

s;	“I	

hate	it	w
hen	m

y	house	is	so	big	that	I	need	tw
o	w

ireless	routers” 3.	W
ater	is	Life	used	this	ad	cam

paign	

to	create	aw
areness	that	there	are	real	problem

s	abroad	beyond	our	petty	dilem
m
as	in	the	developed	

w
orld.	T

his	led	m
e	to	research	w

hat	#
FirstW

orldProblem
s	actually	m

eans;	"First	w
orld	problem

s	are	

frustrations	and	com
plaints	that	are	only	experienced	by	privileged	individuals	in	w

ealthy	countries.	It	

1	Q
uestionnaire,	question	9,	all	respondents	

2	Q
uote	by	B

ilbao‐O
sorio,	B

enat,	D
igital	divide	splits	developed	and	developing	nations,	D

A
W
N
,	5	A

pril,	2012,	
http://beta.daw

n.com
/new

s/708139/digital‐divide‐splits‐developed‐and‐developing‐nations,	V
iew

ed	2	July,	
2013.	
3	K
neezle,	Sarah,	#

FirstW
orldProblem

s,	as	read	by	poverty‐stricken	H
aitians,	T

im
e,	10	O

ctober,	2012,	
http://new

sfeed.tim
e.com

/2012/10/10/firstw
orldproblem

s‐tw
eets‐as‐read‐by‐poverty‐stricken‐haitians/,	

V
iew

ed	21	O
ctober,	2012.	

is	typically	used	as	a	tongue‐in‐cheek	com
edic	device	to	m

ake	light	of	trivial	inconveniences"
4.	I	found	

that	aw
areness	to	the	phrase	w

as	very	low
	for	the	baby	boom

ers	w
ith	only	25%

	of	the	m
ales	and	22%

	

of	the	fem
ales	having	heard	about	the	term

.	It	w
as	found	to	be	a	high	num

ber	of	people	knew
	the	term

	

for	generation	Y,	w
ith	a	slight	increase	of	aw

areness	over	the	baby	boom
ers	for	generation	X	

participants
5.	From

	those	that	knew
,	the	follow

ing	w
ere	the	m

ost	com
m
on	places	the	term

	w
as	heard

6;		

I	also	asked	w
hether	the	use	of	the	phrase	w

as	

acceptable	and	w
hy	it	w

as	used.	From
	this	I	found	

that	51%
	of	those	aw

are	of	the	m
eaning	of	the	term

	

found	
it	
unacceptable	

to	
use	

w
ith	

those	
m
ost	

against	it	being	m
ade	up	of	the	baby	boom

er	m
ales	

and	generation	x	m
ales,	providing	som

e	interesting	

results
7.	44%

	of	people	believed	the	phrase	w
as	

used	to	address	that	there	is	inequality	in	the	w
orld,	

24%
	of	people	believe	it	is	used	as	a	joke,	another	

24%
	believe	that	people	w

ho	use	it	actually	think	

they	have	a	problem
	and	the	last	8%

	believe	it	is	used	as	a	joke	because	people	are	not	prepared	to	

m
ake	the	hard	decisions

8.	From
	new

spaper	sources	on	the	video	it	w
as	discovered	that	the	goal	is	to	

attem
pt	to	put	the	hashtag	to	rest	because	as	their	cam

paign	video	notes	"#
FirstW

orldProblem
s	A

re	

N
ot	R

eal	Problem
s"
9	D

em
onstrating	how

	a	charity	is	taking	advantage	of	technology	and	the	m
edia,	as	

w
ell	as	using	a	popular	catch	phrase	to	encourage	people	to	donate	to	their	charity	to	solve	real	

problem
s.		

T
his	can	be	seen	as	a	great	w

ay	of	utilising	technology	and	the	m
edia	to	spread	aw

areness	of	charities	

in	need	of	donations.	A
long	w

ith	this	great	use	of	technology	I	asked	w
ithin	an	interview

	how
	and	if	

advancem
ents	in	technology	w

ere	being	used	in	good	w
ays	and	w

as	able	to	get	the	response	"O
f	course.	

T
echnology	enables	the	spreading	of	education,	and	if	there's	one	thing	that	w

ill	change	the	course	of	

the	w
orld,	it's	know

ledge" 10	A
lthough	it	can	be	very	easily	seen	that	technology	can	play	a	good	role	in	

creating	aw
areness	of	developing	nations	problem

s	and	som
e	solutions	to	fixing	these	problem

s,	it	has	

been	found	that	technology	can	also	be	a	m
ajor	cause	for	problem

s	as	it	is	som
ething	everyone	desires.		

4	D
on,	First	W

orld	Problem
s,	K

now
	Your	M

em
e,	2011,	http://know

yourm
em

e.com
/m

em
es/first‐w

orld‐
problem

s,	V
iew

ed	2	July,	2013.		
5	Q
uestionnaire,	question	5a	

6	Q
uestionnaire,	question	5b,	those	w

ho	could	answ
er	question	5a	

7	Q
uestionnaire,	question	5c,	those	w

ho	could	answ
er	question	5a	

8	Q
uestionnaire,	question	5d,	those	w

ho	could	answ
er	question	5a	

9	M
ohan,	Pavithra,	W

ater	is	Life	cam
paign	recruits	‘First	W

orld	Problem
s’	internet	m

em
e,	V

iduku,	9	O
ctober,	

2012,	http://viduku.com
/2012/10/w

ater‐is‐life‐ad‐cam
paign‐recruits‐first‐w

orld‐problem
s‐internet‐m

em
e/,	

V
iew

ed	2	July,	2013.		
10	Interview

	conducted	w
ith	w

ell‐know
n	A

ustralian	m
anagem

ent	thinker,	Jam
es	A

donis,	Q
uestion	5.	
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#
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P
rob
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T
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N
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T
w
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R
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W
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YouT
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T
um
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What personal 
experiences have 

had the most 
profound impact on 

you, shaped your 
views etc.? 

HSC 2019 PIP Day 

Kristy Dawkins – Gymea Technology High School 
 

 
 

The PIP enables students to demonstrate the development of their interests, research 

skills and personal experiences concerning the interactions between persons, societies, 

cultures and environments across time.  
 

In particular, students will be able to demonstrate the development and application of social and 

cultural research methods in completing their PIP.  
 

The Personal Interest Project must: 

ü be a topic of the student’s own choice 
ü be related to the course 
ü develop appropriate methods 

ü include a cross-cultural perspective 
ü address continuity and/or change. 

 

(NESA Society and Culture Assessment and Reporting Guide, July 2017, p.10) 

 

 

 
 

1. FIND YOUR PASSION 
 

Your PIP topic should be related to something you are interested and 
passionate about. 

 

Consider the following questions to stimulate your thinking… 
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Still stuck? Find inspiration from the world around you. 
Check out the following sources as possible start points. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
GET THINKING! 

 
What do the youth of today care about? 

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/may/13/young-people-are-angry-meet-the-teenage-activists-

shaping-our-future  

 
§ Period poverty 

§ climate change 

§ diversity in the media 

§ education for refugee children 

§ LGBTIQ+ rights  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Also, look at:  
Ø http://scanlonfoundation.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/2017-Youth-

Discussion-Paper-Final-no-crop-digital.pdf  

Ø https://www.abc.net.au/triplej/programs/hack/how-young-people-see-their-place-in-

the-world/10071504  

Ø https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/01/this-is-what-millennials-want-in-2018/  
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Remember – the PIP is different to any other project! 

 

Other school projects might investigate certain topics, issues, events or sites, addressing 

questions of who, what, when and where. However, PIPs investigate social and cultural issues 

at greater depth and with a greater level of analysis.  

 

PIPs go beyond the basic description of an issue and address aspects such as how, why, 
assessing impacts, examining attitudes, predicting futures, generating ideas and solutions, 

evaluating continuities and changes and analysing multiple perspectives. 
 

 
SPEED THINKING – 1 min! 
What are your ideas at this stage? Write them down!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
One thing to think about when you are thinking about your topic is the “SO WHAT?” 

element.  

§ Why is your topic area sociologically significant?  
§ Why is it worth researching?  
§ Why is the issue important to be addressed? 

 

If you can answer these questions early on, you are on your way to developing a PIP that has:  

ü a clear sociological focus 

ü the scope for in-depth analysis, evaluation and synthesis 
 

 

 
 
 

Aim for a topic you are interested in, but also expands your sociological 

horizons! 

 

Build upon the inquiring mind that he been established in the Year 11 

course and nurture it through a PIP topic that means something to you! 
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2. LINK IT TO THE SYLLABUS 
 

Your PIP should be related to the society and culture course. When refining your area of 

interest, use the syllabus to guide you.  

 

SYLLABUS CONCEPTS 

NESA tells you when you are preparing for your PIP: 

 

 
(NESA Society and Culture Assessment and Reporting Guide, July 2017, p.13) 

 

 
 

Can you highlight on the marking criteria above where it specifies:  
ü Links to the Society and Culture Course 

ü Application and integration of concepts 
 

 
SPEED THINKING – 2 min! 
What syllabus concepts link to your PIP idea at this point? Write them down! 
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Once you have your 

inspiration and your 

passion, and you have 

found conceptual 

links, use this to then 
to brainstorm 
possible social 
questions.  
 

 

 

MAKE IT PERSONAL! 
 
Don’t forget to making the PIP personal! This is the P in PIP! 

ü be interested in your topic 
ü draw on previous experience 
ü use your micro world interactions 

 
If you are far too removed from your PIP topic, it loses the personal aspect which is essential 

for making the PIP original. Your perspective matters. How you grow, and what you learn as a 

result of your PIP, matters. 

 

	
Where should you look to make the 
conceptual links? 

ü HSC Core and Depth Study 
syllabuses 

ü Society and culture glossary of 
terms 
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MACRO, MESO, MICRO 
Another way to ensure your PIP is innately linked to the course is to ensure 
that it links to the Macro, Meso and Micro worlds.  
 

So how do you go from the macro to the meso/micro? 
 
ü Start with big ideas   

 
Consider trends, social issues, current events 

ü Move to a narrow, specific 
focus 
 

What perspectives are involved? Do different 
groups/individuals have different experiences? 

ü Effective application of 
concepts 
 

A narrower focus allows for more explicit integration 
of concepts and manageability of scope for when 
you start writing.  

ü Have patience 
 

The different macro, meso and micro perspectives 
may not be immediately obvious. So:  

Ø Conduct further secondary research 
Ø Talk to your teacher 

  

  
 

PIP IDEA:  
 

Micro  
 

Meso  
 

Macro  
 

 

MACRO

MESO

MICRO

Can you identify the 
micro, meso and 
macro in your PIP 
idea? Make notes of 
it here, or in the 
table below!  
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*All samples below have been used with the permission of the students. 

 
 
In the following extracts, can you find…? 

ü Link to the syllabus and Society and Culture concepts 
ü The student’s personal connection to the topic 
ü The social question they are looking to address 

 
 
 
Louise’s PIP:  An investigation into the social and cultural value of social activism over time as an 
institutional marker of social change. 
 

 
 
 
Emily’s PIP: An investigation into how advancing technologies have created a change in values 
surrounding the access of newsworthy material, as well as contributing to the rise of citizen 
journalism in the contemporary context. 
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Dane’s PIP: An insight into the relevance of the British Royal Family in the contemporary 
Australian context. 

 
 
 
Jane’s PIP: An investigation into the relevance and changing perception of veganism as both an 
individual and collective ideology in contemporary society. 
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Cross Cultural Component AND Continuity/Change 
 
NESA also tells you when you are preparing for your PIP:  
 

 
 

(NESA Society and Culture Assessment and Reporting Guide, July 2017, p.13) 
 

Once you have your topic and potential social question, and you know it relates to the 
syllabus, you now need to consider how to give it sociological depth to help you with your 
research, analysis and evaluation down the track! 
 
 

What are some examples of a cross cultural 
perspective?  
 

• comparing different ethnic or cultural groups 
• looking at a subculture 
• comparing males and females (gender) in terms of some 

cultural differences 
• a generational comparison 
• class or socioeconomic differences 
• environment or location 

 
There are numerous possibilities but whatever you choose, MUST be 

explained and justified as to why it offers a cross-cultural perspective that is 
different to your own.  

 
 

What about continuity and change? 
 
Consider the following questions to help you link to continuity and/or change in relation to 
your idea: 
 

§ What was it like when?  
§ What will it be like in the near future? 
§ Just how strong are the continuities?  
§ What is the impact of the social change?  
§ What would happen if?  
§ How would …. impact…? 
§ Does the change mean progress? 
§ Who benefits from that change? 

 

MY CROSS-CULTURAL 
PERSPECTIVE 

HOW DOES MY PIP IDEA 
REFLECT CONTINUITY 

AND/OR CHANGE? 
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Don’t underestimate how powerful an assessment of the future can be! 
 

 Based upon your research (as well as your analysis of the research of others) what current 
trends can you see continuing into the near future?  
 
 Based upon your research (as well as your analysis of the research of others) what current 
trends can you see changing/altering/ending into the near future? 

 

 
 

Talk to your teacher if you are having difficulty trying to nut these elements 
out! 

 
 

3. FOLLOW THE PROCESS 
 

Your PIP topic needs to be approved by your teacher and principal. This will often be done 
through a proposal. At any stage, you should be prepared to discuss your topic choice with 

your principal.  
 

 
 
The student should submit a research proposal outlining the topic and its relationship to the course as a whole. Accompanying this 
research proposal should be an outline of how the topic will be approached, including the research methods to be employed. This 
outline should be submitted to the teacher before detailed work is begun, so that the teacher may advise on subject matter and 
research methods. As a result of this feedback from the teacher, the student may need to rethink the topic and/or the approach. A 
proforma for the proposal is included with this document.  

(NESA Society and Culture Assessment and Reporting Guide, July 2017, p.11) 
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Ethical Research 
 
Ethics are a fundamental part of your PIP and are assessed in the PIP marking criteria. This is 
not just about HOW you conduct your research. It starts in the very beginning with your 
topic choice.  
 
If a student is considering a PIP topic or method of research that might be controversial or possibly 
unethical, the student should discuss the topic selection with the teacher or the school’s principal. 

(NESA Society and Culture Assessment and Reporting Guide, July 2017, p.11) 
 

The syllabus also outlines the necessary considerations for ethical research.  

 
As you commence your research journey, ethical considerations must become part of your 

topic choice and the process you undertake in your research. 
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Social and Cultural Literacy  

Don’t forget social and cultural literacy! Consider the following when refining your topic: 
 

Ø Social and Cultural Literacy may not be achieved with an overly legal, economic, 
medical or environmental PIP topic 

Ø Show evidence of how you have grown and what you 
have learnt 

Ø Show evidence of multiple perspectives to show your 
appreciation of the diverse beliefs and values relevant 
to your topic 

Ø Ensure you ALWAYS research and report ethically 
Ø Maintain a mature and non-judgemental focus 

throughout your research through a range of 
questions and observations about the macro, meso 
and micro levels of society 

Ø Stay informed and be active in trying to challenge your 
own assumptions 

Ø Be passionate about your topic, but also discerning of what you read! 
 

 
 
 

 
Consider the Personal Interest Project examination criteria above.  
Which criteria relates to the essential components of topic choice?  

1. Finding your PASSION 
2. Linking it to the SYLLABUS 

3. Following the PROCESS 
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DO have a PIP topic that:  
ü you are interested in 
ü you are passionate about 
ü you have chatted to your teacher about 
ü relates to elements of the micro, meso and 

macro levels of society 
ü relates to elements of the HSC syllabus 
ü has a ‘so what’ and a ‘why’ factor! This means 

that the topic goes beyond a description of 
trends or issues and examines the reasons 
and significance of social and cultural change 

ü has a clear social question, or questions, you 
want to try and answer through your 
research 
 

 
DON’T have a PIP topic that:  
û You have NOT chosen 
û You are NOT passionate about 
û Is focused on controversial or 

inappropriate subject matter 
û is focused on superficial issues in 

society without considering the 
broader sociological impacts  
eg. changes in clothing 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

“It may be useful to choose a topic area that you already 
don’t know too much about. The PIP is a great experience 
to learn more about a specific subject, and you want a 
topic that keeps you interested as well as the markers, 
otherwise you could lose motivation.” 
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